
A Model for Starting
Tough Conversations
Ambassador Brewster will deliver a 
powerful program on specific ways to be 
your own diplomat.  The Ambassador will 
share his specific tools and a unique model 
you can take to your organization and 
implement immediately.
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For Ambassador Brewster's availability and speaker fees, Contact:

Betty Garrett, CMP/Garrett Speakers International 
Call 972-513-0054  or email Betty@GarrettSpeakers.com

ELEVATING TOUGH
CONVERSATIONS

WITH DIPLOMACY
AND DIGNITY

Bring in
allies to have
your back

Don’t hide
in a crowd

Achieve the
unachievable

Speak
your truth

This is Air Force One,
calling for Wally Brewster. 

“My heart began racing
   a million miles an hour.”

     -Wally Brewster

These words began a remarkable, controversial, 
once-in-a-lifetime journey for a humble man and his 
extraordinary husband Bob. They rose from small 
town boys, in a relationship for over two decades and 
yearned for the opportunity to marry legally.  It's a 
journey that few people can imagine. When you invite 
former United States Ambassador to the Dominican 
Republic, James Wally Brewster, to speak at your next 
conference or event, your attendees are guaranteed to 
experience a  life-transforming conversation on the 
critical and timely importance of human rights and its 
impact in today's global society within corporations 
and the government. The Ambassador also addresses 
LGBTQ rights, inclusion, diversity and women's issues, 
plus human rights' stories that give heartfelt hope to 
all of those marginalized, not only in the U.S., but 
around the world.



Hire Ambassador Brewster and he will take you through a 
journey of his time as Ambassador filled with controversy and 
how tough conversations create a platform for change.  His 
dynamic experience as a C-Suite executive, diplomat, defender 
of human rights and pride of who he is as a person created a 
background to approach tough situations in an effective way. 

  “Ignore the elephant in the room.
      Stop allowing your fears to paralyze    
      you. Get comfortable being  
      uncomfortable and become a better 
      diplomat for yourself and for others.”

                -Wally Brewster

About Ambassador James Wally Brewster
Foreign Policy magazine recognizes the world's pre-eminent 
thought leaders and public intellectuals in their annual 
issue, 100 Leading Global Thinkers. Ambassador James 
Wally Brewster was named one of the top 100 Global 
Thinkers because he challenged traditional thinking, 
impacting nations, and global societies.

He is an internationally recognized executive, political leader, 
human rights activist, and popular motivational speaker. He 
is CEO of Insignias Global, a strategy firm representing top 
CEOs and political leaders around the globe. Wally made 
history alongside his husband, author Bob Satawake, as the 
first openly gay person to serve the US in the Americas as US 
Ambassador to the Dominican Republic.    

Testimonials

"Everyone loved your talk and how 
genuine and passionate you are on 
this topic."

NYU Graduate Student
International Relations & Political
Association program attendee

"The themes of this year's Executive 
Forum were courage and leadership, 
and you truly embody both in the best 
possible ways. Your remarks motivated 
and inspired our executives."

Steve Roth
Director of Global Initiatives,
Out & Equal Workplace Advocates
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